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ABSTRACT: Copper-based chalcogenides of earth-abundant elements have recently arisen
as an alternate material for solar energy conversion. Cu2FeSnS4 (CITS), a quaternary
chalcogenide that has received relatively little attention, has the potential to be developed
into a low-cost and environmentlly friendly material for photovoltaics and photocatalysis.
Herein, we report, for the first time, the synthesis, characterization, and growth mechanism
of novel Au/CITS core−shell nanostructures with controllable morphology. Precise
manipulations in the core−shell dimensions are demonstrated to yield two distinct
heterostructures with spherical and multipod gold nanoparticle (NP) cores (Ausp/CITS and
Aump/CITS). In photocatalytic hydrogen generation with as-synthesized Au/CITS NPs, the
presence of Au cores inside the CITS shell resulted in higher hydrogen generation rates,
which can be attributed to the surface plasmon resonance (SPR) effect. The Ausp/CITS and
Aump/CITS core−shell NPs enhanced the photocatalytic hydrogen generation by about
125% and 240%, respectively, compared to bare CITS NPs.
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■ INTRODUCTION

Nanometer-sized semiconductor sulfides have attracted tremen-
dous attention in the photocatalytic hydrogen production from
water, due to their active surfaces and ease of scalable
preparation.1,2 Compared with the photocatalysts based on d0

metal oxides that are active only under UV, their lower band
gap energies offer the advantage of hydrogen generation under
visible light. However, poor stability due to photocorrosion and
the use of toxic elements have hindered their further
developments for wide applications.3 Recently, research on
metal/semiconductor hybrid nanostructures has opened up a
new path for enhancing the yield of H2 production and
stabilizing photocatalysts.4,5 The surface plasmon resonance
(SPR) effect6,7 from plasmonic metal nanoparticles (NPs)
influences the neighboring semiconductors via several routes:
(1) direct contact injects charge carriers;8 (2) strong near-field
effect generates more excitons;9 (3) scattering of resonant
photons increases optical path length, which accelerates the
formation of excited charge carriers.10 These interactions are
most effective in the core−shell configuration where the metal
NPs have the maximum interface with semiconductor.
Although much effort has been put to make novel metal/
semiconductor nanocomposites, fine controlling of the
morphology and interface between metal core and semi-
conductor shell still remains a key challenge to further improve
their performances.

Copper-based quaternary chalcogenides have attracted wide
attention due to their outstanding photovoltaic and photo-
catalytic properties.11 Cu2FeSnS4 (CITS) is one of the light-
absorbing materials with optimal band gap energy and
composed of only earth-abundant, relatively nontoxic, and
inexpensive elements. Commonly known as stannite mineral,
CITS has a crystal structure closely related to the kesterite
structure of Cu2ZnSnS4 (CZTS). Their crystal structures are
assigned to different space groups only because of different
distribution of cations, Cu+, Zn2+, and Fe2+.12 Compared with
CZTS, which has started to find applications in photo-
catalysis,2,13,14 CITS has not been extensively studied, despite
having good potential as another eco-friendly photovoltaic
material.
For fundamental understanding and better performance in

applications, it is crucial to control the morphology of
individual metal and semiconductor nanostructures as well as
their interface. The delicate tailoring of the size and shape while
maintaining a high degree of monodispersity in the preparation
of metal/semiconductor hybrid nanomaterials still remains a
major challenge. Herein, we report, for the first time, a simple
preparation method for novel Au/CITS core−shell nanostruc-
tures in which two different preparation conditions were
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engaged to control the morphology and yield two distinct
shapes: one with a spherical Au NP core (Ausp/CITS) and the
other with a multipod Au NP core (Aump/CITS). The insertion
of the Au core into CITS shell has significantly enhanced the
photocatalytic hydrogen evolution from both Ausp/CITS and
Aump/CITS core−shell nanostructures.
Ausp/CITS core−shell NPs were synthesized via a seed-

mediated method by injecting freshly prepared spherical Au
NPs into a solution of Cu−Fe−Sn−oleylamine precursors,
whereas Aump/CITS core−shell NPs were prepared by one-pot
synthesis in which Au−oleylamine precursors were nucleated
and grown to seeds in the presence of Cu−Fe−Sn−oleylamine
precursors at a lower temperature (120 °C). Growth of the
CITS shell was initiated by injecting a mixture of 1-
dodecanethiol (DDT) and tert-dodecanethiol (t-DDT) under
vigorous stirring at 300 °C. Figure 1 displays typical

transmission electron microscopic (TEM) images of Au/
CITS core−shell NPs where the clear contrast between Au and
CITS reveals two distinct core−shell structures. Highly
monodispersed Ausp/CITS core−shell NPs, having an average
Au NP core diameter of ca. 10 nm, were covered with CITS
shells of which thickness ranged from 10 to 20 nm (Figure 1a).
The multipod Au cores, on the other hand, showed an average
width of 17 nm and length of 100 nm (Figure 1c). They are not
as uniform as those in Ausp/CITS NPs; some of Au NPs are
more branched than others. The CITS shell has grown along
the Au core, completely covering the Au core to fit the shape of
branched Au NP. The thickness of the CITS shell ranged from
10 to 60 nm, with an average of 34 nm based on the
measurements of more than 100 NPs.
In order to understand the parameters that control the shape

of Au/CITS core−shell NPs in the formation process, it is
essential to have detailed data on the crystallographic phase
orientations, especially at the heterojunction as it will determine
how two dissimilar materials form the interface and grow from
there. X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) patterns obtained from
as-synthesized Ausp/CITS and Aump/CITS NPs are shown in
Figure S1, Supporting Information. Both NPs exhibit similar
diffraction patterns for Au; however, it is interesting to note
that the CITS shells possess different crystal phases. In the case
of Ausp/CITS NPs, the diffraction peaks appeared at 2θ =
26.9°, 28.5°, 30.3°, 39.1°, 47.6°, 51.3°, 56.3°, and 63.1°, which
can be attributed to the (100), (002), (101), (102), (110),

(103), (112), and (202) planes of a hexagonal structure,
respectively. These peaks match well with those of simulated
wurtzite CITS.15 The three peaks found at 2θ = 38.2°, 44.5°,
and 64.6° were assigned to the (111), (200), and (220) lattice
planes of cubic Au (JCPDS 04-0784), respectively. A subtle
difference was observed from the diffraction pattern of Aump/
CITS NPs, which suggested that the CITS shell is not in the
wurtzite structure. Instead, those peaks at 2θ = 28.5°, 33.0°,
47.5°, 56.3°, 59.2°, and 69.2° could be impeccably fitted to the
(111), (200), (202), (311), (222), and (400) planes of the
simulated cubic zinc blende CITS.15 Three peaks correspond-
ing to (111), (200), and (220) lattice planes of a cubic Au were
found at slightly up-shifted angles of 2θ = 38.5°, 44.7°, and
65.0° (JCPDS 04-0784). The foreign metal ions present during
the formation and growth of Au seeds are believed to have
interacted with the Au ions and influenced subsequent crystal
growth. For example, Fe ions are known to exert a profound
effect on directing the anisotropic growth of Au nanomateri-
als.16

A high-resolution TEM image of Ausp/CITS NPs shown in
Figure 1b clearly reveals the lattice fringes from both materials,
indicating their high degree of crystallinity. The measured
interplanar d spacings of 0.315 and 0.235 nm can be ascribed to
the (002) plane of wurtzite CITS and (111) plane of cubic Au
at the materials interface, respectively. The lattice fringes of
Aump/CITS NPs were also clearly observed in the high-
resolution TEM image (Figure 1d), where the measured d
spacings of 0.313 and 0.234 nm are assigned to the (111) plane
of zinc blende CITS and (111) plane of cubic Au, respectively.
It is noted that the d spacing of the Au (111) plane in Aump/
CITS NPs is slightly narrower than that measured from Ausp/
CITS NPs. As suggested by XRD results, the incorporation of
foreign metal ions during the seed formation step is believed to
cause this difference in d spacing. No obvious secondary phases
or impurity peaks corresponding to binary or ternary sulfides
were detected.
The coexistence of four elements in CITS as well as Au was

confirmed by energy-dispersive spectroscopy (EDS) and
scanning transition election microscopy (STEM) (Figures S2
and S3, Supporting Information). The elemental ratio of
Cu:Fe:Sn:S in Ausp/CITS NP was determined to be
2:0.8:1.1:4.4, which corresponds well with its stoichiometric
ratio of 2:1:1:4. The Aump/CITS NPs, however, were found to
be iron-deficient; the elemental ratio of Cu:Fe:Sn:S in the CITS
shell was determined to be 2:0.6:1:3.9. As reported previously,
iron ions are believed to be engaged in directing the anisotropic
growth of Au cores in one-pot synthesis, being first reduced to
Fe0 at specific facets of Au.16 Thus, the amount of Fe precursors
available for shell construction in a stoichiometric ratio might
be less than the other metal precursors, leading to an overall
deficiency in iron in the CITS shell. The elemental mapping
identified the even distributions of individual elements in CITS
shell as well as the presence of Au in the core.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) analyses were

performed to investigate the oxidation states and composition
of surface elements of Ausp/CITS and Aump/CITS NPs (Figure
S4, Supporting Information). From both samples, the XPS
survey spectrum identified the presence of all the compositional
elements of Au/CITS. The two peaks located at 932 and 951.8
eV corresponded to 2p3/2 and 2p1/2 of Cu(I). Two oxidation
states of Fe were identified with Fe(II) being the majority state,
the peaks of which were located at 720.5 and 708.1 eV,
respectively. The other characteristic peaks at 724.1 and 711 eV

Figure 1. Typical TEM (a, c) and high-resolution TEM (b, d) images
of as-synthesized Ausp/CITS (a, b) and Aump/CITS (c, d) core−shell
NPs. (Insets in b and d) Close-up images taken from the core (yellow
box) and shell (green box) regions, showing the interlattice d spacings.
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were from Fe(III), which might be formed by exposure to air
during the purification step. The narrow Sn 3d peaks that
appeared at 486.1 and 494.6 eV with its characteristic peak
separation of 8.5 eV confirmed the Sn(IV) state. The sulfur
2p3/2 and 2p1/2 peaks were confirmed at 161.6 and 162.8 eV,
which agreed with the sulfide phase in the range of 160 and 164
eV. Two single peaks of Au 4f7/2 and Au 4f5/2 appear at 84.1
and 87.8 eV, which are consistent with Au0 in the metallic
state.17,18 The higher intensities of Au0 peaks from Aump/CITS
NPs indicate that there are more Au0 on the surface of Aump/
CITS NPs than that of Ausp/CITS NPs. This difference in Au0

population on the NP surfaces arises from different synthetic
procedures. The Ausp/CITS NP was synthesized by growing
CITS shell on the preformed Au NPs that acted as nuclei,
whereas the Au core in Aump/CITS NP was prepared by an in
situ growing method where the Au precursors unused for seed
formation could remain in solution and eventually deposited
onto the CITS surface. This doping of Au is not possible under
the synthetic conditions for Ausp/CITS NPs, and thus, the
detected very weak Au signal of Ausp/CITS NPs is believed to
come from a very small fraction of partially exposed Au cores
due to incomplete CITS shell.
A comparison of the UV−vis spectra obtained from Ausp/

CITS and Aump/CITS NPs with those of Au NPs and CITS
NPs is shown in Figure S5, Supporting Information. The SPR
absorption peak of Au in Ausp/CITS NPs exhibits a red shift
from its normal position of 525 to 750 nm. The formation of a
CITS shell surrounding Au core introduced a high dielectric
constant of low band gap CITS to the composite materials.19

The SPR effect is obvious when the UV−vis spectra of CITS
and Au/CITS NPs are compared. The pristine CITS NPs
displayed a monotonic increase in absorption intensity from ca.
1100 nm, whereas Ausp/CITS NPs exhibited a much broadened
peak between 650 and 1100 nm, suggesting an enhanced
absorption range in the vis−NIR region due to extensive
perturbation of energy states by the plasmonic field.20 The
broad peak centered at ∼470−500 nm in the Au/CITS spectra
can be attributed to CITS shell absorption, which has shifted
from the ∼410 nm peak absorption of CITS NPs. The insertion
of multipod Au core also induced a wide absorption band
between 500 and 1100 nm. Since Aump/CITS NPs are rather
polydispersed with different numbers and lengths of branch of
Au core as well as a small population of spherical Au NPs, this
broadening in the SPR peak was anticipated as a combination
of individual Au cores that exhibit SPR peaks according to their
sizes and shapes.21−23 For instance, the absorption peak at 520
nm gets broader and shifted to 580 nm when the size of Au NP
increases from 10 to 100 nm, and a broad peak in the range of
650−850 nm has been reported for Au tetrapods.23 Moreover,
doping of another metal ion was reported to affect the SPR
position of Au NPs. The SPR peak in Au−Cu alloy NPs was
shown to be tunable from 510 to 900 nm by varying the ratio
between Au and Cu.21

Intrigued by the unusual shapes of the multipod Au core, we
decided to investigate the growth mechanism of Au/CITS
using TEM and EDS measured at different reaction temper-
atures. Figure 2 compares the TEM images of Ausp/CITS NPs
taken at various stages of synthesis, and the compositions at
each stage are summarized in Figure S6 and Table S1,
Supporting Information. At 140 °C, the injected Au NPs were
found to have about 14% of Cu with no signs of a new interface
or appearance of Cu NP phase, suggesting that Au−Cu alloy
was formed (Figure 2a). When the temperature was raised to

200 °C in order to initiate the formation of CITS, Cu2S was
observed to partially cover the Au NP core (Figure 2b). At a
further increased temperature of 240 °C, the CITS shell has
completely encapsulated the Au core (Figure 2c). The
substitution of Cu with Sn and Fe in the shell has converted
previously observed Cu2S to CITS. At this stage, some
unreacted binary or ternary sulfides were also observed. The
stoichiometric ratio of the CITS shell was obtained only when
the reaction temperature was raised to 300 °C, and all
intermediate binary or ternary sulfides had been consumed for
the growth of the CITS shell (Figure 2d). Apparently, the
growth of Ausp/CITS NP starts with the formation of a thin
layer of Au−Cu alloy on the Au seed, followed by the
adsorption of Cu2S through the reaction of Cu and DDT. At
higher temperature, the substitution of Cu with Sn and Fe
produces CITS. A similar growth mechanism was reported for
the growth of Au/Cu2InSe3 core−shell NPs, CZTS NPs, and
CuInS2 NPs.

24−26 In the case of Aump/CITS core−shell NPs,
multipod Au seeds were formed after 10 min of reaction at
120 °C (Figure 3a). These Au seeds, mostly tetrapod and some
star shaped, were doped with about 15% Cu, 5% Fe, and 5% Sn
(Figure S7 and Table S2, Supporting Information). The
crystallographic compression of lattice, due to the existence
of these atoms with smaller radii than Au, is believed to

Figure 2. TEM images of Ausp/CITS core−shell NPs obtained at
various reaction temperatures of (a) 140, (b) 200, (c) 240, and (d)
300 °C.

Figure 3. TEM images of Aump/CITS core−shell NPs obtained at
various reaction temperatures (a) after 10 min reaction at 120, (b)
200, (c) 240, and (d) 300 °C.
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contribute to the up-shifting of the XRD signal. At a reaction
temperature of 200 °C, the Au multipods grew larger and some
noncrystalline particulates populated in their proximity (Figure
3b). In contrast to the case of Ausp/CITS, no Cu2S was
detected from the shell at this stage. Further increasing the
temperature to 240 °C enabled the growth of a CITS
intermediate shell with more binary or ternary sulfides formed
as well (Figure 3c). Finally, all intermediate sulfides had been
consumed for the formation of CITS when the temperature
was raised to 300 °C (Figure 3d), similar to the case of Ausp/
CITS NPs.
The mechanism of multipod Au core formation was further

investigated by a series of control experiments in which Au NP
core was prepared in the presence of only one or two metal
precursors (Figure S8, Supporting Information). The addition
of Cu precursors did not give multipod Au NPs but Au NPs
with polyhedral shape and clear twinning boundaries (Figure
S8a, Supporting Information), which is the result of
thermodynamic preference as previously reported.21 Surpris-
ingly, the addition of Fe precursors alone did not induce the
growth of multipods, and only spherical Au NPs were obtained
(Figure S8b, Supporting Information). Similar spherical Au
NPs resulted in the presence of Sn precursors (Figure S8c,
Supporting Information). The formation of multipod Au NP
was not triggered by any single metal ion. However, anisotropic
growth of Au NPs was observed with the combinations of Cu +
Fe and Cu + Sn precursors, as shown in Figure S8e and S8f,
Supporting Information, whereas the addition of Fe + Sn
precursors only yielded spherical Au NPs (Figure S8d,
Supporting Information).
In general, it is more difficult for precious metals with a face-

centered cubic unit cell to form a branched multipod
nanostructure, compared to semiconductor nanostructures
where branched anisotropic growth is possible via poly-
morphism of the crystal structure. There are a limited number
of methods reported on the preparation of multipod Au NPs,
including (a) a seed-mediated method where highly faceted Au
NP seeds were formed with surfactants such as sodium dodecyl
sulfate or cetyltrimethylammonium bromide and transformed
into branched nanocrystals by the addition of ascorbic acid,27,28

(b) template-directed method,29 and (c) galvanic replacement
with Pt(II)30 or Fe(III)16 redox couples which provide a
localized high concentration of Au adatoms. Most of the
multipod Au NPs reported have larger centers with relatively
short branches, unlike our case where longer branches were
observed. On the basis of our observations, we believe that the
formation of multipod Au NPs is first initiated by the
interaction with Cu precursors, as Cu ions are known to affect
the growth of metal NPs such as Au and Pd via underpotential
deposition.31,32 It is further assisted by Fe and Sn cations to
induce the anisotropic growth of Au NPs. In a separate
experiment where Zn was used instead of Fe, keeping all other
conditions the same, no multipod Au nanostructures were
observed. This leads us to believe that the Fe ion, with a
synergetic effect from Sn ion, plays a key role in directing
overgrowth of Au NPs to multipod shape, which is a
thermodynamically unfavorable state with higher surface
energy.
Comparative experiments on the photocatalytic H2 evolution

were conducted using zinc blende CITS NPs, Ausp/CITS, and
Aump/CITS core−shell NPs. Figure 4a summarizes the results
of 10 mg of CITS (diameter = 14.5 ± 1.3 nm), Ausp/CITS
(core diameter = 11.2 ± 1.2 nm, shell thickness = 11.6 ± 2.1

nm), and Aump/CITS NPs (core length = 99.6 ± 27 nm, core
width = 17.2 ± 3.7 nm, shell thickness = 34.3 ± 11.6 nm)
under 1 h illumination of visible light with a xenon lamp. About
125% and 240% enhancements in photocatalytic H2 evolution
were observed from Ausp/CITS and Aump/CITS NPs,
respectively, compared to bare CITS NPs. These results are
consistent with the enhancement observed in Au/CZTS
core−shell NPs.20 We noted that the CITS shell in Ausp/
CITS NPs has wurtzite crystal phase, whereas that in Aump/
CITS has zinc blende phase. In order to investigate the effect
from the crystal phase, a control experiment was carried out in
which CITS NPs of wurtzite and zinc blende phase were
prepared and their photocatalytic activities in H2 production
were compared. Almost no difference was observed between
the two crystal phases of CITS NPs, suggesting that the crystal
phase does not play a significant role (Figure S11, Supporting
Information). Metal doping in semiconductors is known to
alter their band structures, which is often used to optimize the
optical and photocatalytic properties. The presence of metal
atoms or metal NPs on the surface of a semiconductor can also
dramatically improve the catalytic activity as they can act as
active catalytic sites.33 Our XPS results indicated the CITS shell
of Aump/CITS NPs is doped with Au of about 0.18% in atomic
percentage. Another control experiment was performed to test
if the presence of Au on the surface can contribute to the
enhancement in photocatalytic activity of CITS NPs. The CITS
NPs decorated with Au NPs with an average diameter of 2.5
nm were prepared, and their photocatalytic H2 evolution was
compared with bare CITS NPs under the same conditions
(Figure S11, Supporting Information). About 10% enhance-

Figure 4. (a) Comparison of the capability of photocatalytic H2
evolution among zinc blende CITS NPs (red), Ausp/CITS (green),
and Aump/CITS core−shell NPs (blue) after 1 h irradiation. (b)
Photocatalytic H2 evolution over a 19 h reaction by zinc blende CITS
NPs, Ausp/CITS, and Aump/CITS core−shell NPs.
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ment in photocatalytic activity, compared to bare CITS NPs,
was observed from Au NP-decorated CITS NPs. This limited
enhancement is most probably due to the Au surface which is
passivated by dodecanethiol and oleylamine under the
experimental conditions employed. Since the doped Au on
Aump/CITS NP surface is expected to have similar surface
conditions, being passivated by the same capping ligands, we
believe the effect of Au doping is not the major contribution to
the observed enhancement in our case.
Ruling out these possible effects, the inserted Au NP core is

believed to broaden the light absorption and induced a strong
SPR effect. It is worth mentioning that the photocatalytic
reaction can be accelerated by either charge transfer from the
plasmonic Au core to the CITS shell in the hot electron
injection form5 or exciton concentration induced by a near field
effect.6 Although the exact band structure of CITS is still
unknown, it was proposed to have a similar band structure as
for CZTS in a recent report where the structural transition and
band gap tuning of Cu2(Zn,Fe)SnS4 were studied.34 A similar
charge transfer mechanism as reported for Au/CZTS NPs20

may also be engaged in the photocatalytic reactions by Au/
CITS NPs, where the excited plasmonic electrons from Au are
transferred to the conduction band of CITS.
A rough estimation indicated that the interfacial area between

the Au core and the CITS shell per unit weight in Aump/CITS
NPs is only one-half of that in Ausp/CITS, because of the
increased Au core dimensions. Interestingly, despite this
decrease in contacting surface area and hence narrower charge
transfer path, Aump/CITS NPs showed higher photocatalytic
activity than Ausp/CITS NPs. We believe that the increased size
and anisotropic shape of a multipod Au core would generate a
more intense localized electric field upon irradiation of light
with plasmon resonance frequency.4,5 Thus, the observed
enhancements in photocatalytic activity can be better explained
with near-field effects of SPR, which result in a faster rate of
exciton generation near the CITS surface. Finally, the stability
of CITS and Au/CITS core−shell NPs was investigated in a
prolonged 19 h reaction (Figure 4b). The hydrogen yield from
both CITS and Au/CITS core−shell NPs showed a linear
correlation with reaction time. More importantly, all CITS and
Au/CITS core−shell NPs maintained their catalytic activities
until the end of 19 h reactions, demonstrating their high
photocatalytic stabilities.

■ CONCLUSIONS
We demonstrated that high-purity Au/CITS core−shell NPs
with controllable morphology can be achieved by careful tuning
of experimental conditions. An Fe/Sn-assisted growth mecha-
nism was discussed for the formation of a multipod Au core.
Among the nanomaterials tested, the Aump/CITS NPs yielded
the best vis/NIR-light-driven catalytic activity for hydrogen
generation, which can be attributed to the stronger SPR effect.
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